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3 TRUTHS ABOUT WOMEN

◆ Have you made attempts to talk to women and build a connection but failed?

◆ Have you gotten a woman’s number and then the cold shoulder shortly after you met?

◆ Are you faced with rejection when you attempt to approach women for dates?
If you answered yes to any of these questions I want to let you in on a secret. You aren’t having more success with women because you don’t understand women.

It’s that simple. If you did, you could easily remove the barriers that were keeping you from connecting with more women.
Once you understand women, you will learn how to relate to them naturally.

I want to share 3 truths about women that most men overlook, ignore or just don’t know.

These significant revelations will give you the insight on women that you’ve been missing.

Once you understand the 3 basic concepts you can begin to relate to women on a whole new level.
Fact #1 WOMEN ARE AFRAID OF MEN

If a woman doesn’t want to talk to you or doesn’t show interest in you it’s because she doesn’t trust you.

Women are afraid of men. Not just ugly men, creepy men, older men, fat men, thin men, athletes, jocks or criminals, women are afraid of ALL men.
Women don’t want to be hurt or place themselves in a situation to be hurt.

A woman goes by her instinct. If she gets a vibe from you that makes her uncomfortable she will not date you.

A woman doesn’t have to justify why she is uncomfortable around you and honestly it wouldn’t matter.

Because women operate on feeling and instinct, once we sense danger or its potential our only goal is to get as far away from you as possible.
Men are dangerous

Women have seen men punch women in the face at the bar. Women have seen men throw a drink on a woman and spit in her face.

Women have heard horror stories of rejected men waiting outside of the bar for a woman to attack her.

If you’re naïve enough to think that these incidents don’t happen then you are exactly the type of man that lacks empathy for women.
When a woman feels fear she doesn’t have to explain it to you.

It’s your job to make her feel safe. Men might not understand this because they aren’t conditioned to be afraid of women but women are afraid of men. From the brutal attacks women see on television to the stories heard on the news, the probability of a man hurting you after a date is high enough for women to be incredibly choosy about who they get close to.
How a woman determines who she wants to date is her prerogative.

If she doesn’t want to date you it’s because you gave her a bad vibe and you triggered uneasiness and fear, instead of safety and comfort.

If you try to justify yourself or change her mind she will only mistrust you more. If you make a woman uncomfortable for just a nanosecond respect her enough to back away if she wants you to.
FACT #2 LOOKS ARE IMPORTANT TO WOMEN

A woman doesn’t want to date you if she isn’t physically attracted to you.

If you don’t invest time in dressing well, working out and building confidence in your appearance you might not find success with women.

There’s a current standard of the man that women want which most men don’t meet. Every generation has had this characteristic of an ideal man and although every woman isn’t committed to this ideal, it’s very important to single women.
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If you aren’t close to the ideal man women want to date or have any clue what that man even looks like then don’t be surprised if women don’t want to date you.

A woman knows very quickly if she would sleep with you or not based on your physical appearance. How you dress, your body shape, how fit you are and how clear your skin is are critical factors of attraction.
If a woman isn’t attracted to you it doesn’t mean she won’t date you she just might not respect you. Women care a lot about looks because they feel their partner is a reflection of their standards. By physical appearance alone would a woman dating you feel like you met all of her physical standards or would dating you be a compromise?

*Are you physically appealing to women?*
Are you what a woman finds attractive or do you rely on other qualities to entice women?

If you choose not to invest time into yourself physically then prepare to face rejection from women based solely on your looks.

If you want to be the type of man that attracts high value women then pull yourself together.

Learn the standard of attraction for men today and try to match it.
Most women have seen the ugly side of even the nicest guy.

When a man who normally wouldn’t hurt a fly is faced with rejection or has his ego bruised he can turn aggressive and creepy very quickly.

Even the nicest guy who goes to church on Sunday and shovels his 90-year-old neighbors driveway, can turn into a jerk if he’s rejected.
Being a good person isn’t as rare as men would assume.

So when men try to claim that they’re “nice” guys most women aren’t buying it. A “nice” guy is just a man nobody wants to sleep with.

When it comes to character, there are great looking men with wonderful character.

There are men with amazing bodies, ivy league education, and wealth that act like gentlemen so when you approach a woman with the attitude that you’re a nice guy, she’s not interested.
A “nice” guy wouldn’t be judgmental, negative or aggressive which most men are.

When a woman is interested in talking to a guy that she isn’t attracted to, men assume it’s because women only want the “bad boys” and the assholes.

Men always say, “I’m such a nice guy.”

Well women don’t see that side of you in the first 15 seconds they meet you.
A woman can tell a man who is desperate for attention or a date. She knows if a man lacks confidence. Women have so much experience with guys that a woman can tell if a guy hasn’t had sex in long time.

Women are not concerned about how “nice” you consider yourself. If you’re truly a kind person you recognize that rejection is a part of the dating game.

Women don’t believe any man is truly nice.
There you have it a new insight on the mind of women.

I have so much crucial information to share with you so make sure you subscribe to the mailing list for updates on my upcoming programs.